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The Iowa Department of Transportation has found itself in the
same position as other highway construction agencies in that we
are facing shortages of many of our road building materials. The
shortages that are the most costly are related to gasoline, fuel
oil and other fuel products. Great quantities of fuel are consumed in the smelting and refining of steel. Large quantities
of fuel are used to manufacture cement. The asphalt in the
asphaltic concrete is a fuel in itself with a very high BTU value.
The Iowa Department of Transportation is making every effort to
devise ways of conserving fuel. We also recognize that we have
shortages of other materials just as costly and just as difficult
to solve, therefore, we are working on the shortage problem
associated with aggregate at the same time that we are working
on the fuel shortage. In many cases they are one and the same.
This last year a research project was constructed on Highway 75
immediately south of Rock Rapids in which we removed and crushed
asphaltic concrete and portland cement concrete and recycled these
materials as aggregates in portland cement concrete. At approximately
the same time that this project was going on, Kossuth County was
constructing a project in which 80,000 tons of old asphaltic concrete
and bituminous treated base was being recycled and reused as asphaltic
concrete base and surface course.
We have already let the grading phase of a reconstruction project
where the old P.c. concrete will be removed and crushed for aggregate in the new roadway. This project is approximately 15 miles
long. It will be completed in 1978. It is located in Southwestern
Iowa on Highway 2 between Bedford and Clarinda. We anticipate
receiving some very worthwhile cost data from a project this size.
We are also recycling a short section of P.C. paving on I-680 north
of Council Bluffs and using it in the subbase and P.C. shoulders.
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Aggregates are becoming very scarce in this and other areas of
Iowa. In some locations we are having to remove over burden that
is 80' or more in depth. This is costly in terms of fuel and
raises the selling price of the aggregate considerably. Even then
many of the aggregates that are uncovered are undesirable in one
or more respects. Approximately the southern one-third of the
state has only "D" cracking limestone as coarse aggregate for
portland cement concrete. These aggregates are not expected to
last more than 20 years in portland cement concrete pavements.
The recycling project in Lyon County was immediately south of Rock
Rapids on Highway 75. This was an old portland cement concrete
paving construction in the early l930's. It was constructed 18'
wide with integral curb. In the early 1950's the curb was removed
and the roadway was widened with portland cement concrete to 24'
wide. Then about 1964 the roadway was overlaid with 3" of asphalt
concrete. This section of roadway was being removed at two separate
locations in order to raise bridges to provide for adequate drainage
capacity. This provided us with four separate test sections; one
section at the end of each of the two bridges. The contractor used
a backhoe to remove the asphaltic concrete and load it for hauling
to the plant site. The portland cement concrete was then broken
up with a pneumatic punch or chisel into large chunks 2-3 square
feet in area. These were hauled to the same plant site for further
crushing. We estimated that approximately 80-85 percent of the
broken concrete was recovered from the breaking operation. The
finer pieces were left on the grade because of the danger of picking
up high percentages of soil with the small pieces of concrete.
The major problem encountered on this project was the removal of
reinforcing steel from the broken concrete. These were two longitudinal #5 bars in the area of the curbs on each side of the roadway
and two longitudinal bars running parallel near the centerline.
The contractor used hydraulic powered shears to clip off all protruding steel during the removal and loading of the concrete on the
grade. Some additional steel was removed from the concrete prior to
·crushing at the plant site.
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The contractor used a 42" jaw crusher to break up the large chunks
of concrete. This operation broke out most of the remaining steel
which was then hand picked off the conveyor belt as the 5-6" size
particles were conveyed to the stockpile. On this 1.4 mile project
the calculated quantities of steel in the old slab was 52 ton. Each
piece of steel was handled at least once by individuals on this
project. This is a challenge that must be met by equipment manufacturers and contractors in the future. The removal and crushing
contractor, L. G. Everist of Sioux City, Iowa, experienced very
little trouble in the primary crushing operation. The material
was reduced to grapefruit size particles.

Chunks of concrete 2-6 sq. ft.
in area are crushed in this 42
inch primary Jaw Crusher.

No. 5 reinforcing steel is
hand picked from the conveyor
belt after crushing.

The final crushing to l~" size was even more easily performed by
a secondary crusher which employed a small jaw and a secondary roll
crusher. TWo separate products were produced in this crushing
operation; one was crushed portland cement concrete reduced to l~"
maximum size with approximately 25 percent passing the #4 and about
1 percent passing the 200. The other product which was stockpiled
separately was a blend of crushed asphaltic concrete and portland
cement concrete which was ll;," maximum size, contained about 22 percent passing the #4 and approximately 1 percent passing the 200.
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Three separate mixes were designed using these materials. The
first of these was Mix "A" in which 35 percent of the aggregate
was retained in the #4 sieve and 65 percent passed the #4. These
proportions were obtained by adding concrete sand to the crushed
portland cement concrete. A water reducing agent was employed
to disburse the fines in the unwashed aggregate. Six percent air
was entrained and six sacks of cement were utilized. The net
result was a very strong and workable mix which looked and behaved
much like any other concrete made with virgin aggregate. The watercement. ratio was about 0.5 and the compressive strength was in excess
of 5000 PSI.
In order to gain as much knowledge as possible from this project,
we designed another mix employing the crushed portland cement concrete and concrete sand. This time we increased the amount of
aggregate retained on the #4 to 45 percent, reduced the total fine
aggregate to 55 percent and held the cement, entrained air and water
reducing agent constant. The net result was again a very satisfactory
mix with the same water-cement ratio as Mix "A". The concrete constructed using both of these proportions was very strong a_nd durable.
We tested specimens constructed utilizing these proportions for
durability. We used ASTM test Method c 291 to evaluate their durability. The specimens constructed using crushed portland cement
concrete exhibited very good durability in the 80 range. We see
no reason why the concrete constructed from these materials should
not give us an additional 40 years of good service.
The next mix, the "C" mix, was constructed using crushed asphaltic
concrete and crushed portland cement concrete with five sacks of
cement, entrained air and a water reducer. The strength obtained
here was slightly more than 2000 PSI which is very adequate for
the use for which it was intended. The specimens constructed from
these proportions were slightly less durable than those constructed
from portland cement concrete alone.
Mixes "A" and "B" looked, behaved and tested so much like conventional concretes that we chose to try them in conventional concrete
sections. The north and south ends of the southern most bridge
were paved utilizing these mixes. The cross section was 24' wide
and 9" deep. The only steel employed was the 30" tie bars at centerline.
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The new and innovative cross section employed at the north bridge
is commonly referred to as Econocrete in that the lower 7" of this
section was constructed utilizing the lower quality, less durable
Mix "C". It was constructed 7" deep and was overlaid immediately
with 4" of the higher quality crushed portland cement concrete with
six sacks of cement.
One of the main thrusts of this project was to determine if the
contractor could use his present conventional mixing and paving
equipment to mix and pave these recycled materials. The Irving F.
Jensen company of Sioux city, Iowa utilized a Rex 7~ yard central
mix plant to proportion and mix these materials. No insurmountable
problems developed. We did have some difficulty with segregation
of the recycled aggregates. Thii:; was crusher run, l~" maximum size
material. In the future we will have these materials separated on
the 3/8" sieve. This should not increase our costs any appreciable
amount and should increase our ability to control both air and
slump. We will then have two materials produced from the recycling
process; one will be l~" to 3/8" size, and the other would be 3/8"
to dust.
The contractor chose to use two slip form pavers. The lead paver
spread and consolidated the lower quality 7" section. The second
paver which also utilized automatic guidance systems was used to
spread the 4" high quality surface course. The material was hauled
to the grade in agitor trucks. The 7" thick lift was spread with
a Maxon side delivery spreader. This 7" lift was spread and consolidated 23~" wide and 7" deep. The surface was intentionally
left very open texture to assure maximum bond between this and the
surface course thus obtaining a monolithic section. The first lift
constructed with the crushed P.C. and A.c. materials proved to be
very harsh and unworkable. We later added natural sand to this
mix to gain workability and maintain a reasonable air content. The
final surface course was spread in front of the second paver by
chutes from the agitor trucks. The second paver had no difficulty
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spreading and consolidating this mix. The finished product was
indeed a very acceptable appearing roadway. The edges stood
unusually well. The surface was textured by longitudinally
dragging indoor/outdoor carpeting over the surface of the roadway.
A very good appearing end result was obtained. All in all this
was a very successful research project. I feel sure that contractors and equipment manufacturers will devise and use different
equipment which will cut the costs even further on future projects.

Four inches of "A" mix is spread
and finished over 7 inches of
Econocrete.

Completed section of 11 inch
deep composite recycled concrete.

Recycling of asphalt is not quite as new or revo.luntionary as
recycling portland cement concrete. Many differe11t methods have
been tried. The benefits from recycling of asphaltic concrete
materials may be greater than for re~ycling portland cement. 'rhis
would be primarily true because in this instance we are recycling
the bonding agent as well as the aggregate"
The 80,000 tons of asphalt materials which were recycled this year
in Kossuth county was the largest single recycling project constructed
in the United States to date"
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For those of you who are not familiar with Kossuth County's problem
I ask you to envision an old roadway which consists of a high,
narrow grade with no shoulders, 3" of bituminous treated aggregate
base and varying thicknesses of asphalt surface course. Most of
this old asphaltic construction is 15-20 years old and has served
very well. It was not designed however for the heavy farm machinery
or the heavy loads of grain that are being hauled to market across
these routes. Therefore, we have extensive failure on many of these
relatively thin sections. This research project was designed to rip
up the old asphaltic concrete, haul it to a plant site for crushing,
and then lower and widen the high, narrow earthfill. Removal was
accomplished with a ripper on the drawbar of a crawler tractor. The
ripping operation also accomplished considerable pulverization. The
asphaltic materials were then loaded with an end loader into trucks
and transported to the plant site. The huge stockpile of asphaltic
material at the plant was a combination of rather fine pit run sand
with 2.9 percent asphalt in it, and asphaltic surface course material
which contained 5-3/4 percent asphalt cement and the same fine pit
run aggregate. The contractor succeeded in keeping these materials
from segregating. The next step involved the crushing of this
material to a 2" maximum size. The contractor, Maudlin Construction
company, was able to process in excess of 3, 000 tons. daily.

Roadway is broken up for removal
and recycling.

Roadbed is lowered and widened.

These materials were stockpiled adjacent to the dryer drum mixing
plant as were the gravel and crushed limestone materials that were
to be used in various proportions to control stack emission and
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improve gradation for the surface course mixes. The crushing
contractor experienced very little difficulty in processing these
materials. A very minor problem was encountered with a few fatty
maintenance patch areas that built up in the crusher. There was
some shale present in the material which did break down during the
recycling process. The gradation of the finished product normally
had more than 10 percent past the 200 screen.
Varying amounts of additional asphalt cement was added to
evaluate the impact on the finished product and to assist
control of stack emission. Our laboratory mix design had
value of 8.25 percent which required us to add an average
over 4 percent of new asphalt.

try to
in the
a target
of slightly

Everds Brothers Construction Company of Algona, Iowa and manufacturers of equipment tried hard to control stack emissions. Extensive modifications were made to the wet stack control system as
well as the dryer burner. Inspite of all these efforts no sure fire
method of emission control was developed on this project. This was
not because the contractor did not try nor because we did not have
completed cooperation from the environmental protection people.
This does seem to be a monsterous problem that must be continually
attacked by the industry.

Reclaimed asphaltic materials
are crushed to 2 inch maximum
size.

Asphaltic materials are recycled
thru drum dryer mixer plant.
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There were other research projects in progress at this time
throughout the United States which claim to have mastered the
emission problem. Unfortunately, all of them seem to be
limiting the plant capacity to an unacceptable low level.
The mix produced from this dryer drum operation was trucked,
spread and compacted in a very conventional manner. A bottom
4" lift was placed and consolidated without any difficulties
that were mix oriented. The remaining 2" of the base was placed
in the second lift. Some of this recycled base material was
blended with virgin limestone and used to overlay another road.
Three sections of new road were constructed using recycled
material blended with gravel aggregate.
I feel this research project was a success in that we found
and were able to isolate many of the problem areas. Also it
was possible to estimate the possible financial savings on this
type of construction which acc.ording to the Kossuth county
Engineer, Dick Henely, is in excess of $20,000 per mile. He
concedes, however, that these savings must be calculated for
each project and that they are good only for the same set of
circumstances.
We are very aware that escaping particulate matter must be
reduced from its present value o:f 0.31 grains per cubic foot
to less than 0.15 as required by Iowa E.P.A. and D.E.Q. The
problem of hydrocarbon emission, which was evident at times
as a blue haze, must be greatly improved in future recycling.
Kos.suth County has programmed slightly over 1 million dollars
for recycling asphalt construction in 1977. This includes some
58,000 tons of asphalt recycling on six projects.
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From what has already been learned from previous attempts to
recycle asphalt pavements, the following changes or experiments
will be attempted:
(1)

A concentrated effort will be made to leave the
existing bituminous treated base on the roadway
for incorporation in the new sub-base. It is
thought that this very fine material containing
a large concentration of asphalt is causing most
of the emissions as it burns during heating of
aggregates.

(2)

A combination of 50% virgin aggregates and 50%
recyclable aggregates will be used as part of
the design mix. If pollution standards are met
using these percentages, we will increase the
percentage of recyclable material, hopefully
reaching a point where all aggregates incorporated
are recyclable.

(3)

If pollution standards cannot be met under
Specifications for Type B Class II, we will then
use specifications for Bituminous Treated Base.
This change will allow a 350 lower temperature
in the mixing process.

(4)

If these changes do not reach required pollution
standards, we hope to use two heating and drying
drums operating together - one to superheat virgin
aggregates and the other to mix the super-heated
aggregates, the recycled material, and the asphalt
cement. This condition will likely defeat the
project objective in that it does add an extra
dryer to the contractor equipment requirements.

(5)

In addition to the above, we are sure the equipment
maufacturers and the contractor will have some
ideas of their own on how to meet pollution standards.
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Specific Research Objectives
The specific research objectives are:
1.

To determine the effectiveness of drum mixing plant
modifications specifically designed to control air
pollution within the limits specified by the Iowa
D.E.Q. when the plant is processing recycled asphalt
concrete under field conditions. The first trial is
to be conducted with the proportions to be 50 percent
recycled asphalt concrete and 50 percent virgin
material, the plant operating at standard mixing
temperatures and at the manufacturer's recommended
initial production rate.

2.

To assess the impact of varying proportions of recycled
and virgin material.

3.

To assess the impact of varying the production rates of
the plant.

4.

To assess the impact of varying the mixing temperatures.

The following table demonstrates how many potential combinations
of production rates, recycled asphalt concrete percentages, virgin
aggregate percentages, and mixing temperatures that could be considered for evaluation on the project. The table does not include
asphalt content as a variable. Asphalt content was not included
because it is dependent on the combined material characteristics
and will therefore, be subject t~ design criteria.
The tentative plan for pursuing the foregoing objectives is
indicated by the numbered boxes contained in the table. This
approach permits conceptual direction changes; for example, if
the first (No. 1) trial does not yield satisfactory results,
another preplanned combination can be tried (proceeding directly
from Number 1 to 4).
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I do not consider recycling to be a solution for all road construction projects.· It is however another tool that the design engineer
should consider particularly when the old material has to be removed.
Other factors that would tend to lead you to conclude that recycling
is feasible would be shortages of local available aggregates or
unusually high prices for aggregates that are available. Ths probably would be influenced by the length of truck or rail haul which
normally increases the price at 10¢ per ton mile or more. If you
have to maintain surface drainage, overhead clearance under existing
bridges, or match numerous existing intersecting grades you should
consider recycling as a possibility. At this stage we should
possibly not pay a premium for recycled aggregate. In my opinion
we should look long and hard at recycling most all asphaltic
materials. One choice that is available to the engineer is the
accummulation of waste materials at some central location until the
quantities become large enough that you can afford to let a recycled
project. Think twice before you throw away any old portland cement
concrete or asphaltic concrete materials. The Lord provided us
Americans a super abundance of raw materials but we seem to have
used up many of these materials at an alarming rate. We must
recycle to conserve our limited resources and keep construction
cost down. This is a major challenge to our generation.
We must learn how to recycle highway materials if future generations
are to have highways. With the help of GOD our grandchildren will
recognize this problem as only another troublesome inconvenience
that American Know How overcame.
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Exhibit I

MIX A

Recycled aggregate is crushed P.c. concrete
35% of total aggregate used is retained on #4 sieve

Basic Absolute Volumes
Aggregate (crushed P.C. concrete)
Fine Aggregate (natural sand)
Cement (Type I)
water
:Entrained Air

0.393822
0.258798
0.106611
0.180769
0.060000
1.000000

Approximate quantities per cubic yard of concrete
(Aggregates are saturated and surface dry)

Aggregate (crushed P.C. concrete)
Fine Aggregate (natural sand)
cement (6 bags)
Water

1652#
1155#
564#
305#

Designed water/cement ratio
0.54
An approved water reducing agent at prescribed dosage

Exhibit II

MIX B

Recycled aggregate is crushed P.c. Concrete
45% of total aggregate used is retained on #4 sieve

Basic Absolute Volumes
Aggregate (crushed P.C. concrete)
Fine Aggregate (natural sand)
Cement (Type I)
Water
Entrained Air

0.506334
0.146277
0.106611
0.180769
0.060000
1.000000

Approximate quantities per cubic yard of concrete
(Aggregates are saturated and surface dry)

Aggregate (crushed P.c. concrete)
Fine Aggregate (natural sand)
cement (6 bags)
Water

2124#
653#
564#
305#

Designed water/cement ratio
0.54
An approved water reducing agent at prescribed dosage

Exhibit III

MIX C

Recycled aggregate is crushed P.C. Concrete
75% and crushed A.C. concrete 25% by volume
Approximately 800/o of total aggregate retained on #4

Basic Absolute Volumes
Aggregate (crushed P.C. & A.C. concrete)
Cement (Type I)
Water
Entrained Air

0.66.9831
0.088842
0.181327
0.060000
1.000000

Approximate quantities per cubic yard of concrete
(Aggregates are saturated and surface dry)

Aggregate (crushed P.c. & A.C.)
Cement (5 bags)
Water

2765#
470#
306#

Design water/cement ratio
0.65
An approved water reducing agent at prescribed dosage
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Exhibit V
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Exhibit VI
PROPOSAL FORM
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P,oi. No.

f' 2 • 3 i 4 l ' ' 2 0 · 8 '/

GRADING
Sy,,.,,.,
Miles
12e051
Cout>ty
TAYLOR
PRIMARY ROAD
t ..,,. ....... " OM
ON IOWA 2 FROM PAGE COUNTY LINE AT WEST EDGE OF NEW MARKET
f.AS'f ,. SOUTH AND EAST TO wen ,,!CT· IA· 1~8 IN BEDFORD
~

Wor\,

~esC••pr'1on

----------------· -·-·---

Proposal ol _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - -

(name of bidder}

{Street Address)

(Slate)

(Town)

TO THE IOWA DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION HIGHWAY DIVISION

The bidder her"by cert1f1es that he or they are the only person or persons interested in this proposal as priricipals; that on 11'XO"·lnoti<.;n
hos been mode of the plans, specdicottons, and contract form, including the special provisions contained herein, and of the 5ite of the
work, and the b1dder understands that the quant1l1es of work shown he-rem ore approximate only <lnd ore svbiect to increolle or dec<e-:ille; and
further understand that al! quantities of work, whether increased or decreased, are to be performed at the unit prices stipulated her<':lin; the
bidder proposes to furnish all necessary machinery, equiP.ment, tools, labor and other means of constrvction, Qnd to furnish all materials
specified in the manner and the time prescribed and to do the work at the prices hereinafter set out, and that it is not in violati_on of the
provisions of Section 314.2 Code of Iowa, 1971 as amended (Interest in contract prohibited), and 324.!7(8) of the 1971 Code of Iowa as
amended (Refund to non licensee-fuel used other than in motor vehicles).

We further propose;
To do <lll "Extr<l Work" which may be required to complete the work contemplated, at unit prices o• lump sums to be agreed
upon in writing prior to starting such work. or ,f such prices or sums cannot be agreed upon to perform such work on a force account
bosl s, os provided in the Specificotioris.
To execute formal contract within fifteen days or forfeit the propos"I guaranty furnished herewith.
To begin work by the dote specil11td and 10 complete the some within the controct period, or to p<ly the liquidated damages
11tipuloted below accruing for eoch colendo• o• we>•~ing do11 elapsing aft-.,r the eicpirotion of the contract period, before c'ompletion of
the work.

--rI ............ ·- -·--..--·'-""'--+----'---$cpe(1f;ed Ci;i111plet!or> 0Qte
.a• N"Mbe1 .,_f Wo1kio9 O<Jys

191,

160 WORKING DAYS

Liquidated Damages
Per Day

$420.00

I
To furnish o contract bond in on amount not less than 100 P.ercent of contract award, as security for _the construction and completion of the work owardod
the bidder In accordance with the plans, specifications and contract.
Enclosed h~rowlth find certified check, cashier's check, or bank draft on a solvent bank; or a bid bond in the penal sum as shown in the contract
document OJ; a proposal guaranty, which it is understood will be retained in the event the formal contract or bond is not executed, if owaid is made to the
undersigned.
Sy virtue of statutory authority preference ·will be given to products and provisions grown and coal produced within the State of Iowa where applicable.

MINIMUM WAGES TO BE PAID ON THIS PROJECT.
SEE TABULATION Of RATES ATTACHED TO PR #1273•

NOTE~FOR

Signatures ore to be by authorized agent; ii joint venture, each should sign.

Dote of Letting

JANUARY 4, 1977
9 00 AM

Signed_~---·--~~-------------------

Exhibit VII

SP-181

IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
.Ames,
Iowa
SPECIAL PROVISIONS
for
REMOVAL AND CRUSHING OF OLD PAVEMENT
Page F-2-2'(4)--20-73
Taylor F-2-3(4)--20-87
January

4, 1977

183.01 REMOVAL. All mainline pavement on the project is to be removed and salvaged as descr.ibed
below, unless specifically excluded by the plans.
Whe+e asphaltic concrete resurfacing is present, the asphaltic concrete shall be rewoved before the
portland cement concrete pavement is removed. The asphaltic concrete that is removed is to be buried in
the fill.
It is intended that all of the asphaltic concrete be removed.
Isolated areas of adhP-ring
aspha.ltic concrete up to one inch in thickness will be considered acceptable, including patches of as-

phal tic concrete.
The portland cement concrete pavement shall be removed in a manner that does not develop a large
amount of fines in the salvaged concrete and which excludes subgrade and subbase material to the maximum
extent practicable. It is intended that this operation will produce a maxim.um amount of snlvaged portland cement concrete that is crushed and stockpiled, suitable for use in new portland cement concrete;
the operation is to be conducted in such a manner as to salvage, in the stockpile, at least 80 percent
of the portland cement concrete to be removed. The method of breaking and removing shall be subject to
approval of the engineer.
All reinforcing steel shall be removed from ~he salvaged pavement, either prior to or during the
crushing operation.
183.02 CRUSHING AND STOCKPILING.

The salvaged pavement shall be crushed and stockpiled at the site

designated on the plans for stockpiling.
Salvaged portland cement concrete shall be crushed to pass a l!.:z-inch sieve. A hamrnerrnill secondary
crusher is prohibited. The crushed material shall be separated by screening on a 3/8-inch screen, and
the two products shall be stockpiled separately. Processing equipment shall include a screen by which
excessive fines in the minus 3/8-inch product can be controlled by removal of fines passing a No. 8
screen. Control will be as directed by the engineer, so that the maximum passing the No. 200 sieve
in the minus 3/8-inch material is 5 percent. Washing will not be required. Fines removed from the minus
3/8-inch material shall be stockpiled separately.

The two main products of the operation, l~ inch to 3/8 inch and minus 3/8 inch shall be stockpiled
in accordance with 2301.16, in locations designated by the engineer at the designated site.
Reinforcement removed from the pavement shall become property of the contractor and shal.l be disposed of off the project.
183.03 LIMITATIONS. All pavement shall be removed during the 1977 construction season. At the
option of the contractor, crushing operations may be postponed until all of the pavement has been removed. The crushing may be done during the followinq winter period, to be completed by February 1, 1978.
The contractor shall maintain the stockpiles and the stockpile sites un'til completion of the work on

the contract.
183.04

MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT.

Removal and Crushing of Old Pavement shall be based on the plan

quantity computed in accordance with 230l.39G. Payment shall be in accordance with 2301.40G, and this
shall be full payment for all removal, transportation, crushing and stockpiling, removal and disposal of
reinforcement, and other incidentals necessary to complete this work in accordance with the plans and
specifications.
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CONTRACT
1w.,•ASPHALTIC CONC. PAVEMENT
_,,),'-'[l_.c_O~b=S____

1,. . .
MU .. _

P<•l•d

N•·.-:-=::::S~N"--;-;-:;1""1""7;-;9;,;l"'b,_,lc_-_--==5;.;:1~-,;;5:-';5~-;;-;-..----

COST CENT

801000

OBJECT 8b0

Co"""'=-..tr.'K;-'O~:S"-::-U~T~H'-::;--;;;;;;-;;..,--;;-;;-r;-;;;;-.-----

0 N :SECONDARY ROAD FROM THE :SW
_ APPROX, J.O !'!!LES TO l_Q_wA 'i
__ -·

R· :SEC· 3-97-27 NORTH

-------~

. ___

THIS AGREEMENT mode ond enfored by ond batweon lhfl lowo Deportment of Tron•portution, Du Molne1, lowo, conalstlng of th• followlng mflmber11

_ROBERT R RIGLER. ~
_w. f, MCGRATH. ANt
EVEl'Ull_6ROTHER,S. INC· <

ALLAN THOMS.

Exhibit I

_ER MAN

, porty of tho flut

part, ond

13300

porty of the soco"d part.

*'* 6 5

18 71

,

WITNESSETH1 Thot the porty of tho u1cond port, for and In con1lderotlon of $ '$'. .$:
J,-.. tf
G
p1;1yoble 01 tot forth In the •P9dflco•
tlon• conltltutlng o port of this «1ntroct, her.,by 09ree1 to con•truct vorlou1 itGm• of work and, or, to supply vorloua materials or 11uppUea In occordaoc& with th• plao1
and tpritlflcatioo' ttiorofor, ood In the locotloos da1ignatod In the notice tO bidden, 01 follow11

.. ··- .. .

~f'

ff~~

··- ~;~ntit~

.

BASE. RECLAIM. CRUSH & STOCKPILE
BITUMINOUS CONCRETE
RECONSTRUCTION Of SUBGRADE
SUBBASE. CONSTRUCTION Of SOIL
AGGREGATE
BASE. RECYCLED ASPHALTIC CONCRETE
PRIMER OR TACK-COAT BITUMEN
ASPHALT CEMENT
MOBILIZATION COST

1
2

3
4
5

b
7

Unit

Unit Price

Amount

128.l.92 S:'1• YDS•
. 9. 516 MILES

1·13
11.347.00

144. 8 56· 9 b
107.97a.os

MILES
TONS
GALS•
TONS
LUMP SUM

3.200.00
4·85

31.782·40
217.464-3".1
2.598·00
13"i.239.or

9·''132
44.838
S.19b
1.719

•SD

81°00

GRAND TOTAL

on

Of'

1.soo.00

$1.Sl.. 418·71

--A-.-.,-.,-.-.-,-Specifi;JSf~rting Date
Specified Completio~-o;;;;--or Number of Workin_g~D_oy~•----1----•-'_N_u_m_b_._,_ol_W_o_•k_;n~g~D_o~y-•_ _ _ 1

bafore1

100 WORKING l>AVS

OCT· 15. 1971.

That time It the ••nnce of th11 contract and that told contract contains all of the fOf'm• and condition• agreed upon by tho portio1 Mrato.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF th• pof!iH hereto hove ut their hand• for the purpoH heroin oxpro1 ..d to thlt and thrM other ln1trumont1 of llko tenor, 01 of
tho

day af

~;JAY

13

j 9'l()

ALGONA .. IOWA

, 19

----
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TYPICl'll..

CROSS

SECTION

3tu 0•1/ fo 1$?•'H.eJ
li'tt:.con.:sfro-cf<!!d GnJde

.. .
2 • Nommol

Rt1C

lt1d
Rsphttff1<:

4• Nomuffll lft1<:yelt1d
4"' Nom1n•I

C611tcl"(Jfq

t9 .,."

Sol/

J8'·0

fe

Sas1t

..,

St.1b · bo#tl

!5.'!J!!L.-..ef.f,•c_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-1

Nominal

CONTRACTOR TO PREPARE ,... Soil AGGREGATE Sua-&ASE IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION
SPECIFICATION$.

2110

OF

1972

STAhDAAD

CONTRACTOR Will CONSTRUCT A&• RECYCLED AS;>HALTIC CONCRETE BASE USING A p.iJXT\IRE OF RECYCLAILE ASPKALT
MAT!lll&L, ADDED ASPHA!.I CEl'ICNT OR ASPKALT EMULSION, AND CRUSHED GRAVEL AGGREGATES AS DETEJV11N£D IY JOl
MIX, 15£CilON £202, 1Y72 STANDARD SPEC/FICATIO(l:S, SHALL APPLY Al~ENDEO AS FOLLOWS:
},
N ANY SEtTION WHERE ASPHALT REATED !SASE APPEARS·, IT WILL BE ASSUMED TO READ .. RECYCLED
2.

. 3.

~.

s.
6.

ONCRET£ J:l.ASE, •
ELETE SECTION 2202,QZB AND INSERT IN ITS PLACE---lHE MINERAL AGGREGATE USED WILL If Tl'E
SALVAGED ASP~LT PAVEMENT "-AT£§1AL, WITH OR WITHOUT VIRGIN AGGREGATES, CRUSHED OR l'ULVERIZtD
SO THAT ALL PARTICLES PASS A 2 SEIVE, THERE WILL BE NO OTHER GRADATION SPECIFICATIONS OR
HEOvlREf":ENTS,
DELETE SECTION 2202.02c AND JNSE!IT IN
PLACE---11 WILL BE REQUIRED SY THE ENGjNEER lttA.T THE
EX'ISTJNG PROPORTIONS OF lYPE B, (LASS
ASPKALTIC ONCRETE BASE AND BITUMINOUS REATED
AGGREGATE l:IASE BE MAJNT,INED ANO ICEPT FREE FROM CONTAMINATION AND SEGREGATION DURING THE
SALVAGING, CRUS11!NG AND OR PULVERIZING, AND PLACEMENT IN THE COl,..O FEED BINS, lHE ADDITIONAL
ASPHALT CEMEt.T OR ASPHALT EMVLSION PEQUIR\D TO BE ADDED TO THE SALVAGED MATERIAL }!ILL BE
DETERMINED BY JOB MIX OR AS l':AY BE DETERM NED BY SUBSEQUENT LABORATOPI' TESIING, lHE ASPHALT
CEMENT OR ASPH.llLi EMU1..SJON Al/JED SHALL BE MAINTAINED WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS 0.40 PERCENTAGE POINTS
OLERANCE OF THE PERCENT lNTE:-;D[D,
T JS lNTEN~ED THAT THE BOTiOf'I LIFT OF "RECl'CLED ASPHAlTIC CQNCRETE &.:;E" SHALL BE CONSTBUCTED Hf
A NOMINAL 4 COMPA!;!ED DEPTH 11j)TH AN ESTlf'IAT~t> ADDITIONAL. 3~% ASPHA~T LEHEHT OR ASPHALT t.l'IULSIOtf.
IHE UPPER ,_01'1/hAL i
CC>f'IPACTED THJCKNESS OF RECYCLED [ONCRETE BASE SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED WITH
AN ADOlT/O~AL ESTIMATED 4\% ASPHALT CEMENT OR ASPliALT EMULSION,
FoR ESTll'.A.Tlt.G PURPOSES
e~RCINT OF VIRGIN GRAVEL AGGREGATES TO BE ADDED TO THE SALVAGED
BITUMINOUS MATER/A~ JS 3
/}1,.
HIS PERCENTAGE MAY BE CHANGED DURING CONSTRUCTION AND VARY
BETWEEN Z5% ANO lj{J~ Dp'ENDING QILWHAf PERCENTAGE BEST EFFECTS THE POLLUTION PROBLEM,
A;..D THE FOLLOWING TO ..>EfTION 2i02--- T IS NOT INTENDED TO USE AN ASPHALT SOFTENING OR RECLAIMIM
AGEllT, HC\llEYER, IF THE ... NGINEER, AT THt TJME OF PRODUCTJOH, DETERMINES THAT A SOFTEMIHG Oft
REC....All'llhG AGENT JS REQUIRED, THE CONTRACTOR WILL ADD THE PRESCRIBED AGEHT AHi) MILL Di: Jl'AID
INVOICE PRICE PLUS 10& FOR THE COST OF lHE SOFTENING AGENT FURNISHED.

11s

!

l"l

THE CONlRACTOR AWARDED THIS WORIC WILL COOPERATE fULlY WITH THE lowA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONf'IENTAl 0UALITY
AND LEND HIS ASSISTANCE IN THE FORf'I DF LAIH>R, SCAi'FOL,tllNG MATERIALS 11 AND EOUIPMEHI NECESSARJ TO PERFOM
AIR POLLUTION TESTS THAT MAY BE RjQUIRP av THE IOWAE~UEPA!!ITf'IENT OFQtNVIRONl"ENTAL '1UAllTY.
Ht' CO"TIU.CTOI
1'5HEB£P.Y: AOVISED TO cot.TACT THE OWA DEPARTiiENT OF NVIRONl'IENTAL UALITY, REXfOOD WALKER, HONIE No.)l -ib)·~l1}4, BEFORE SUBl'llTTING A BID.
•suBJECT TO ENGINEERS APPROVAL A 2" CrtOWA MY IE USED·
THE ENGINEER MAY REQUIRE A TACK COAT Of

Rwlt111n,CN$1t
oN:I Sftripflo

Rttt:M!lf'rvet
Sub·~

lJ1tunt1RtN1
~.,.,,...

.,_ Yd.
(<1161
I ZS.I'll..

0.02

°""'3'.b·""""f•

1"
SOI/·~...

M/16tt

<6Hllll/Zl
9.516

,..
~

~.

'

0.05

TO

GALLONS PER SQUARE YARD.

Recyc/<d
l'/5phf!ffN::

Cone. /Jo3e.

,~

--

l/YlY7)
44.SSe

FOOTNOTES:
(1)

(2)

7Qck

GRAVEL AGGREGATE TO BE ADDED TO THE SALVAGED BITUMINOUS l'IATERIAL WILL BE FURNISHED COST FREE JO
.i_e~u

THE S.W,ii; S.V,ii; SECTION Z2 IJS·Z/,

Asphalt
Ce1nenf

""

~-'-

SITE LOCATED ••

(3)

E,TJN,TED AT 3\%· FOR Borr°" q• LIFT.
AT q;1 FOR TOP 2" LIFT.

(4)

[STIMTED AT4'11 '68 TONS SALVAGED llTU141NOU$ f\lTUUAl.

Ton3

l"'J7)

fJl5'17l

51q6

(8)

DR~ l'\IXIHG [OUIPMENT COMPLYING WITH SECTION 2001
MY BE USED FOR PRODOCTJON OF RECYCLED ASPHALTlt
CONCRETE BASE•

CONT8'tTOR •• >TOtKPllE

ar

Coot

/!Jtf'tN'l'Wln

Emvls1f1«1
t'lsphoif
(/l'nidw)

,_.

<11'•

Pr1m~r

171'11

fJNAl PAYl'ICNT 1<111.L BE BASfD ()fl) £Sft~T£D
PLANNED OUANT If I CS WITHOUT REP'IEA5UIUP4EWT,

<9> Emw1•
CUT Of

AT l'f,3?sC.Y. OASFD OM AvEO•••

8'",

(}0) WEDGE SHOULIJCRIHGi AFTER THE ASPHALTIC
CONCRETE JS PLACED, Will BE !'ONE IY OTH£ftl
AND IS NOT A PART Of THIS COHrRACT.

[$TIAATED

CONTRACT~ Will USE 120-150 P£NETltATIOlf ASPKALT
CEMENT,
F REOUIRED, THE E~Ul$1Fl£D_~SPHALT_IUAL.L
l'!EET AASH 0 REOUlltEMENTS FOR GRADES SS·l Ol W-1
AS DESIGNATED tY THE UtGJNEEft,
All OR ANY PA-RT MY llE ELHllWATO AT THi lllCS!ETIC18!
OF THE lNGINEER.

S•m°"

1109.0~

SHALL NOT AP,.LV.

°' 1972 s....... SFmVJCAnOR•

<12>

GRAVEL CROSS ROAD INTERSECTIONS, DRIVEWAVI
AND f If.LO ENTRAl>ICES Will BE SHAPED TO MET
THE NEW GRADE LINE BY THE CONTRACTOR A•

Will EE tDNSIOtAED llOCJDUHAL TO PRICE

lJD FOlt RECONSTRUCTIOH TO SUl-Gl'IADI•

Exhibit X

TYPICAL CROSS SECTION
Sb. 0 •II *1 :JZJ•Z8
( ,,,.,.,,,,;

l!'t>odwoy)

..

'

I <I
I

ST

CONTRACTOR WILL SCARIFY EXISTING '1-~f4-0l'HNA).. 8tTUM1NOUS fllATERIAL IN SUCH
& MNN~R AS TO SALVAGE TH£ MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF THE BITUMINOUS MATERIAL,

C:ONTRACTOR WILL LOAD .THE BITUMINOUS MATERIAL ANO t1AUL TO PLAf4T SIT£ WHERE
THE MATERIAL Will SE CRUSHED OR PULVERIZED
A 2 f'IA)(IMUM SIZE. Ro OTHElll
SRADATIOff REGUIREl'IENTS WILL BE SPECIFIEO,
HE CONTRACTOR SHALL TAICE ALL

lo

flECESSARY PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT CONlAMINATION ANO SEGREGATIONS OF THE

SALVAGED MATERIAL, PRICE DID Will. IE ON A SQ. YO. BASIS ANO WILL INCLUDI
l COSTS FOlt SCARIFYUIG, SALVAGING, LOADING, HAULING, ANDBCRUSIHNG.

~

NTRACTOR \lllll

ft.RIAL.

cut

SOD OFF ROADWAY EDGE BEFORE SALVAGING

ITUMINOUS

THE !'LANT SITE Will IE LO.CATED lij THE S.W \I $,W,\ SECTION 21-98-27 ON
PROPERTY UNDER LfASE TO KOSSUTH (OUNTY.
tHE CONTRACTOR SHALL HAVE FULL
.USE OF THIS lOCAtlON D\IRIHG CONSTRUCTION AT NO COST,

I,ti'

AfTER THE BITU~INOUS f1ATERIAL HAS BEEN REMOVED THE CONTRACTOR WILL REMOVE
£ EXISTING q CHEMICALLY TREATED. SOIL-AGGREGATED sua-l,8SE DY SCARIFYING
2 OF THE SUB-&ASE WIDTH AND WINDROWING ON THE OTHER
2 OF THE SUB-BASE,
COf'.HRACTOR Will THEN LOWER THE EXPOSED SUB·GRAOE AN AVERAGE DEPTH OF
3 • lHE LOWERING ANO ~tOENING OF THE SUB-GRADE WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED
BY SCARIFYING THE SUB·GRADE AND BY MEANS OF MOTOR PATROLS BLADING THE
SUD-GRADE MATERIAL TO THE FORESLOPES. AFTER 1/2 OF THE sue-GRADE IS
LOWERED ANO WIDENED, THE SALVAGED CHEMICALLY TREATED SOIL-AGGREGAlEO
JASE Will BE WINDROWED TO THE OTHER SIDE AND THE REMAINDtR OF THE SUB6RAOE Wfll If lOWf.ftEO AND WIDENED.
IT IS INTENDEO THAT THE FINISHED
SUB-GRADE WILL HAVE A NOMINAL WIDTH OF,..JOWITH j:l FORESLOP£S,

THE SOO ON THE FORESLOPES, AFTElt THOROUGH OISKlliG, SHALL BE Rt:/'IOVEO
fROM THE AREA AKO PLACED Off THE AREA Ift &E OCCUPIED BY THE OUfER PORTION
OF 1H£ EMBANKl'IENT IN LAYERS NOT OVER 8 IN LOOSE THICKIUSS,
l'IE
EXISTING SLOPES SHALL BE NOTCHED AS lllEQUIREO av Tiff: ENGINEER IN STEP'S AS
THE GRAD£ IS LOWERED AND WlQENEO. THE MlERIAl W!\,.l SE PLACED ON THE
SLOPES IN LAYERS NOT OVER b JN LOOSE THICKNESS, AFTER THE LAYER HAS
BEEM SMOOT'*'D AND BEFORE THE NEXT LAYER IS DEPOSITED UPON IT1 TKE LAYER
SHALL 81! COMPACTED MIT~ A l'llNIMUH OF ONE ROLLING PER INCH OF DEPTH OF
l!OCH ll,T1 ANO IT IS FURTHER REQUIRED THAT THE ROLLER CONtlNUE OPERATION
UftTll IT IS SUPPOIUED 014 ITS TAMPING FEl!:T OR THE EQUIVALENT,

THI! PRICE BID fOlt "CoNSTfilUCT !&" So!L-AGGRE'GAT£D Sua~SASE"' Will' INCLUDE
M,L IALY8GJNG OPERA110NS 61.$ PfllVlOUSLY MENTIONED AS WELL AS CONSTRUCTING

If' SOIL-AGGIU!GATlD sue-SAM (UlUttG SALVAGED MATERIAL).

TYPICl'll. CROSS :SECTION
Sfa. 1s9"' 'H.JJ to szs,.es.o
RecOl"'lstf'f;c/'ed ~

'

I

e~

1t11 i

+" N~m.,,.f Re<rcl«I'
4" fl/omlndl

I.

$

lfl'f:

/llJ~fli't

3.,1

A

/'·''

